Testing for Multipartite Quantum Nonlo ality Using Fun tional Bell Inequalities
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We show that arbitrary fun tions of

ontinuous variables, e.g. position and momentum,

an be used to generate tests that distinguish quantum theory from lo al hidden variable
theories. By optimising these fun tions, we obtain more robust violations of lo al
than obtained previously.

We analyti ally

ausality

al ulate the optimal fun tion and in lude the

ee t of nonideal dete tors and noise, revealing that optimized fun tional inequalities are
resistant to standard forms of de oheren e. These inequalities

ould allow a loophole-free

Bell test with e ient homodyne dete tion.

Bell famously showed that the predi tions of quantum
me hani s (QM) are not always

ompatible with lo al

hidden variable theories (LHV) [1℄.

information, has not been rigorously tested [2℄. There are
an eliminate all LHV, either due

to low dete tion e ien ies [3, 4℄ or la k of

ausal sepa-

ration. Rigorous tests are also needed to fully implement
some quantum information proto ols, like that of Ekert
[5℄ whi h employs a Bell inequality (BI) as a test of seurity in a

ryptographi

s heme. All of these early tests

and proto ols employed quantum measurements with disrete out omes of spin or parti le number.
In this Letter, we develop fun tional moment inequalities to test for quantum nonlo ality. We then use variational
tion.

al ulus to optimize the

hoi e of measured fun -

As a result, we obtain Bell nonlo ality for larger

losses and for greater degrees of de oheren e than possible previously. The out ome

an be feasibly tested in

the laboratory, sin e the dete tors required are e ient
quadrature dete tors. More generally, fun tional nonloality measures

ould lead to new appli ations in quan-

tum information.

The important advantage is a mu h

As well as potentially over oming the loophole problem
mentioned above, formalisms to test LHV for

ontinuous

variables provide an opportunity for testing QM in new
environments, and give a better understanding of the origin of the nonlo al features of QM. This is parti ularly
true given that entanglement [6℄ alone does not guarantee
failure of LHV for mixed states [7℄.
With this obje tive, there is the fundamental question
of how to quantify the strength of nonlo ality, in the absen e of a single test for nonlo ality that is ne essary
and su ient for any quantum state. Mermin [8℄ used as
a measure the deviation of the QM predi tion from the
LHV bound, based on a parti ular BI. A se ond strategy dis ussed re ently by Cabello et al. [4℄ is to quantify
the strength of nonlo ality by the robustness of the violation with respe t to a de oheren e parameter. In this
riti al degree of purity

p

Re ently, Caval anti et al.
Bell inequalities
with

(CFRD) showed [9℄ that

an be derived for the

ase of observables

ontinuous and unbounded out omes, like position

and momentum.

This approa h is signi ant in estab-

lishing that quantum nonlo ality does not rely on the
dis reteness of the measurement out omes. Continuous
variable ( v) inequalities also provide an avenue to understanding how manifestations of quantum nonlo ality
an be manipulated by

hoi e of observable.

QN
The original CFRD inequality [9℄ is |h k=1 (xk +
2
2
ipk )i|2 ≤ hΠN
k=1 (xk + pk )i, where xk , pk are the outomes of two arbitrary measurements, represented in
QM by observables
and

P̂

X̂k , Pˆk ,

at site

k

[10℄.

are quadrature measurements with

Where

X̂

anoni al po-

sition and momentum

ommutation relations, CFRD
 ⊗N/2 ⊗N/2
showed that the symmetri
state
|0i
|1i
+
√
⊗N/2
⊗N/2
|1i
|0i
/ 2 violates the inequality for N ≥ 10.
†
In this ase, the states |0i, |1i are eigenstates of a a
where

â = X̂ + iP̂ , so the predi

tion

ould in prin iple be

tested with photoni Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ)
states produ ed in the laboratory [11℄. Note that in the

greater robustness to noise and loss.

approa h one determines the

between them.

Surprisingly, this

fundamental result, whi h underpins the eld of quantum
no experiments yet that

we evaluate all three measures to show strong orrelations

riti al e ien y

η

above state there are

N

eld modes but only

N/2

pho-

tons. It an be prepared from a N/2-photon GHZ state
√
{|Hi⊗N/2 + |V i⊗N/2 }/ 2, where |Hi, |V i represent hor-

izontally or verti ally polarized single-photon states, by
passing ea h photon through a polarizing beam splitter.
These violations are robust with loss.

The

riti al e-

ηcrit required for violation tends to ηcrit → 0.81,
N → ∞. Quadrature measurements with lo al os-

ien y
as

illators are highly e ient, with reported e ien ies of

99%.

However, generation losses from mode-mat hing

an degrade the experimental e ien y, so

81%

is still a

hallenging pra ti al ben hmark.
Instead, we introdu e a fun tional moment Bell inequality by

onsidering arbitrary fun tions of the out-

omes at ea h site.

This new approa h to nonlo ality

utilizes a general fun tional optimization of

ontinuous

or the

variable observables. We nd the optimal fun tion that

required for a violation. Here,

maximizes a violation of the inequality for a given e-

2

p. We show that the optimal
x/(1 + εN x2 ), where εN is a parameter related to N and η . This gives an inequality
whi h is violated by the GHZ states of (6) for N ≥ 5.
The violation in reases exponentially with N , while ηcrit
de reases asymptoti ally to 0.69 for a pure state (with
p = 1), thus dramati ally redu ing both the number of
ien y

η

We will measure the violation of this inequality by the

and state purity

fun tion has the form

ratio of the left- (LHS ) and right-hand sides (RHS ).

stronger violation of lo al
tion of observables by

of a

orrespond to a simple binning

v observable to give binary out omes [12℄, our in-

equalities redu e to those of Mermin [8℄. We extend the
analysis of Mermin and A in et al.

[13℄, and

riti al e ien y for a pure state at large

N

of

η = 0.79.

Fun tional Moment Inequalities. We present a proof of

the fun tional moment inequality taking expli it a
of fun tions of measurements that

ount

an be made at ea h of

N

spatially separated sites. We denote the measurement
k -th site by Xkθ , and the
θ
out ome of the measurement by xk , where θ represents
made on the system at the
a

hoi e of measurement parameter.

Bell's assumption

that LHV

an des ribe the out omes implies that the
ϕ
θ φ
measurable moments hx1 x2 . . . xN i an be expressed in
terms of a set of hidden variables λ as

hxθ1 xφ2 . . . xϕ
Ni =
where

λ.

hxθk iλ

Z

λ

dλP (λ)hxθ1 iλ hxφ2 iλ . . . hxϕ
N iλ ,

is the average of

xθk

hF1 F2 ...FN i

an be expressed in terms of realφ′
ϕ
θ
valued expressions of the type hf1 (x1 )g2 (x2 )...fN (xN )i,
θ
et . Of ourse, fk (xk ) is an observable obtained from
θ
xk by lo al post-measurement pro essing. Eq. (1)
φ
ϕ
θ
must therefore also be valid for hf (x1 )f (x2 ) . . . f (xN )i =
R
φ
ϕ
θ
λ dλP (λ)hf (x1 )iλ hf (x2 )iλ . . . hf (xN )iλ . For an LHV,
the expe tation value of produ ts of the

hF1 . . . FN i =
where

λ

Fk

must satisfy:

dλP (λ)hF1 iλ . . . hFN iλ ,
′

hFk iλ ≡ hfk (xθk )iλ + ihgk (xθk )iλ .

|hF1 F2 ...FN i|2 ≤

Z

From (2), the

λ,

(3)

Next, we

gk

k=1

′

+

[fk (xθk ) + igk (xθk )]

2

≤

*

N
Y

′

+

[fk (xθk )2 + gk (xθk )2 ] .

k=1

orresponds to extreme photon-number-

1

0

pho-

photon at ea h site.

onsider how to optimize the fun tion

fk

and

to generate a robustly violated inequality, in luding

losses and noise.
We use variational
tion using the

be maximized by

RHS

al ulus to nd the optimal fun -

ondition of Eq.

assume the fun tions

fk

and

gk

(5).

For simpli ity, we

are odd. The

LHS

an

hoosing orthogonal angles, while the

is invariant with angles. We nd that

QN
N QN
2N −1 ( π2 ) 2 ( k=1 Ik+ + k=1 Ik− )2
= Qr
,
QN
Qr
QN
0
0
k=1 Ik
k=r+1 Ik +
k=1 Ik
k=r+1 Ik

(7)

2
±
−2x2
where Ik = 2 e
xfk± dx, Ik = 4 x2 e−2x [(fk+ )2 +
R
2
(fk− )2 )]dx, and Ik0 = e−2x [(fk+ )2 + (fk− )2 )]dx are different integrals for x whi h ontribute to the expe tation
±
values in both sides of inequality (4). Here fk = fk ± gk ,
2
−2x
and the fa tor e
was obtained from the joint prob±
ability of observables. Requiring δBN /δfk = 0, we nd
the optimal ondition: fk (x) = ±gk (x). The omponents

R

of

R

omplex fun tions

fk , gk

are the same at ea h site, and

have the form

fk (x) = gk (x) =
For the even

εN

N

x
.
1 + εN x2
hoose

r = N/2.

but has to be

al ulated

ase, it is optimal to

is independent of

N,

(8)

numeri ally sin e it satises a nonlinear integral equa0
tion: εN = 4I /I .

N an odd number, the greatest violations o ur
r = (N − 1)/2. The optimal fun tion has the same
form as in (8) ex ept that the parameter εN hanges to
ε′N , where:
for

the CFRD inequality with fun tional moments:

N
Y

r = N

(6)

For

the statisti s pre-

di ted for fk (xk ) must have a non-negative varian e, i.e.,
hfk (xk )i2λ ≤ hfk (xk )2 iλ . Writing (3) expli itly in terms
of the fk 's and using this varian e inequality we arrive at

*

(5)

lass of entangled states

tons at all sites and a state with

Then

dλP (λ)|hF1 iλ |2 ...|hFN iλ |2 .

Now for any parti ular value of

onsider the

(2)

following inequality must therefore hold:

onsidering

orrelated states, a superposition of a state with

BN

onstru t, for ea h site k , real fun tions
′
fk (xθk ), gk (xθk ), and dene the omθ
θ′
plex fun tion: Fk = fk (xk ) + igk (xk ). The omplex

Z

Thus

given a LHV state

Next we

to get

ausality, we optimize the fun -

√
|ψi = (|0i⊗r |1i⊗(N −r) + |1i⊗r |0i⊗(N −r) )/ 2 .

(1)

of two observables
moment

Here, we

al ulate

results for homodyne dete tion for more feasible types of
2
(1−2N )/N
state. We nd that (ηp )crit = 2
π , whi h gives a

failure

δB
=0.
δfk (gk )

modes required, and the required e ien y.
When the fun tions

B = LHS/RHS ,
B > 1. In order

Dening the Bell observable

of LHV is demonstrated when

(4)

ε′ N ≡ εN
and
and



−
N ε+
N − εN
+
−
N εN + εN



,

(9)

ε±
N = εN ± 4. However, the numeri al value of εN
ε′N now depend on N , as the integral equation (9)

3

for odd values of

N

is

N -dependent.

This provides bet-

ter violations of (4) than any other arbitrary fun tion,

N ≥ 5.

provided

The maximum

timal hoi e is shown in Fig. 1,
result whi h uses a simple

BN

value with this op-

ompared with the CFRD

orrelation fun tion.

the extreme photon-number

orrelated states

onsidered

by A in et al. Therefore, this is a very important experimental advantage. Violation of the MK inequality with
binning is possible for

N ≥ 3,

but, as we will see, this

strategy is sensitive to losses and noise.
Sensitivity to loss and state impurity. The value of the

Bell observable

( Functional BI)

10
8

be no advantage.

4

observable

BN

Only

areful

al ulation of the Bell

in luding the dete tion e ien y

B

2

Loss is modeled as follows. The eld modes

10

15

site are independently

20

v out omes for

[14℄.

Mermin-Klyshko

x ≥ 0

if

fk (x) =

−1

otherwise.

For

a

and

aout
avac,out

inequality

onsider binning methand

of the inputs

where

η

avac
p
√
= ηa + 1 − ηavac ,
p
√
=
1 − ηa − ηavac ,

oupling.

Sin e we only measure the

 aout  not the  avac,out , we need to tra e over the latter
dete ted modes after loss. We

an be used.

The CFRD in-

equality for dis rete out omes redu es to that of Mermin
2
an be seen by noting that [fbin ] = 1. Here

[8℄, as

it is known that the Bell inequality introdu ed for this
dis rete ase by Klyshko is stronger. Dening Fk =
Q
′
fbin (xθk ) + ifbin (xθk ) and ΠN = N
k=1 Fk , we an use the
−N/2
MK inequality |SN | ≤ 1 , where SN = 2
[Re{ΠN } ±
−(N −1)/2
Im{ΠN }], for N even,pand SN = 2
Re(Im){ΠN }
−(N −1)/2
or SN = 2
(Re{ΠN })2 + (Im{ΠN })2 for N
onsidered re ently for the

ase of extreme photon-number
in et al . We

ΠN

where

[13℄ for the spe ial

ase of

r = N.

We

make the observation that the violation o

onrm the

N,

In luding the ee t of dete tion ine ien ies and noise,

εN is
N even

we nd that

BN
where
the

r ∼ N/2

for violation.

εN

is dened as before, and

ase of odd

N

This

′
BN

are straightforwardly

feasible given a polarisation GHZ state, as opposed to

C = ηI +(1−η)I 0 .

(11)

For

the relevant integral equations

ε′N (η) = εN (η)

However, as explained

r = N/2

2ηεN
,
2η + (1 − η)εN

N
+ 4
2 2
N −2 2(I ) (ηp)
= 2
,
πI o C

hange,
′
giving a modied (and slightly redu ed) Bell variable BN ,
where:

ontrasts with the result for the CRFD inequality, whi h
earlier, the states with

for the optimum

εN (η) =

but also

r.

εN (η)

hanged to

fun tion. For

urs for all

types of states of the form (6), independently of

is the mixed state obtained

the parameter

ount for more gen-

exponential in rease with number of sites

ρmix

the system is in the original pure state (6).

ing the lo al observables, to obtain similar inequalities.
We generalize this approa h to a

for the

with a model for de oheren e in the o upation-number
basis, i.e.
ρmix = [|0i⊗r |1i⊗(N −r) h0|⊗r h1|⊗(N −r) +
⊗r
⊗(N −r)
|1i |0i
h1|⊗r h0|⊗(N −r) ]/2, and p is the probability

by ex hang-

eral angles and states. We nd an optimal violation of
√
BN = 22 ( π4 )N/2 , for arbitrary r and N , with the optimal
′
N +1
phases: θk = (−1)
π(k − 1)/(2N ), θk = θk + π/2 for
′
k ≤ r, and θk = (−1)N π(k − 1)/(2N ), θk = θk − π/2
for k > r. This result has been presented by A in et

ρout

an also examine the ef′
onsidering a state ρ = p|ψihψ| +

fe t of impurity, by

(1 − p)ρmix ,

orrelated states, where

an also dene

(10)

is the e ien y, the probability of dete ting

a photon after

modes to obtain the nal density operator

r = N , by A

ak,vac

Photons are

oupling determining the rate of loss. This beam splitter

min and Klyshko [8, 14℄

These BI have been

at ea h

model gives the nal dete ted and va uum mode in terms

su h dis rete out omes, the original formalisms of Mer-

requires

an

lost from the eld into the va uum mode, the strength of

We will also briey

gk (x) = fbin (x) = +1

ak

oupled to a se ond mode

respe tively, assumed to be in a va uum.

ods. Spe i ally, we dene the binning fun tions

al.

η

determine whether the strategy is advantageous.

Figure 1: Maximum violations of fun tional v inequality with
GHZ states as a fun tion of the number of modes. The violations using the optimal fun tion (solid) are mu h stronger
than the CFRD result (dashed).

odd.

However, it

will in rease the number of dete tors required, there will

6

N , max

ausality.

may be argued that sin e in reasing the number of sites

CFRD

N

(MK)

N,

in reases with the number of sites

loophole-free violations of lo al

Optimal Function

5

Binned

BN

so this is suggestive of a strategy that will allow genuine

Here

−
N ε+
N (η) − εN (η)εN /εN
,
−
2
2
N ε+
N (η) + εN (η)εN /εN

√
2 I 0C
= 0
BN .
I +C

ε+
N (η) = εN (η) + 4, and BN

(12)
is dened as in Eq (11).
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Figure 2: (a) The riti al minimum dete tion e ien y η
for pure state, and (b) the riti al purity p for ideal dete tors required for violation of fun tional moment, CFRD and
MK inequalities with optimal hoi e of parameters.
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This approa h is applied to enable a predi tion of
the ee t of loss and noise on the fun tional inequalities, and the results are plotted in Fig.
sults

an be

With the

2.

These re-

ompared with the MK binning approa h.

hoi e of optimal angles, we nd the values

of the MK Bell
with binned v out omes is
√ observable
2
N/2
BN (p, η) = 22 ( 4ηp
)
, whi h gives the ee t of deπ
te tion ine ien ies and noise for the optimal hoi e of
angles.

That implies a riti al minimum e ien y and
2
(1−2N )/N
purity (ηp )crit = 2
π in order to violate the inequality. For lower

N,

the strategy of binning and using

the MK inequality shows an advantage, by allowing a vio-

N = 3, 4, 5,but even if p = 1, high e ien ies
η > 0.99, 0.93, 0.90 are required. While high dete tion

lation for

e ien ies are feasible for homodyne dete tion, these ef ien y and purity values are still quite
generation losses are also taken into a
this, the high requirement for

ηcrit

hallenging on e
ount. In view of

for the

ase

N = 3

may be prohibitive.
mu h greater robustness against noise and ine ien y

N > 7,

the fun tional

v

inequality used with an optimal fun tion allows violation of LHV at mu h lower e ien ies and larger maximum noise.

The asymptoti

de oheren e produ t is

(pη)∞ ∼ 0.6918 in the large N limit. For a moderate eien y ηcrit ∼ 80% one requires N = 10 if the optimized
fun tion, while the binned MK ase requires N ∼ 40.
In

on lusion, we have developed a new dire tion for

the analysis of
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These results show that the fun tional inequality has
than the MK inequality. For
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2

v nonlo ality. For the input state treated

here, the optimal measured fun tion always has the same
fun tional form apart from hanging the parameter ǫ, but
more generally, the fun tional form may depend on the
experimental de oheren e. Future resear h may in lude
further optimization of the fun tions for dierent entan-
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